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Abstract—Neurosurgical interventions in the brain are
challenging due to delicate anatomical structures. During surgery,
precise navigation of surgical instruments supports surgeons
and allows prevention of adverse events. Here, an augmented
reality-based navigation aid with automated segmentation of risk
structures and path planning is presented. Superimposed patient
models are visualized during neurosurgical interventions on the
example of the ventricular puncture. The proposed system is
experimentally validated in a realistic operating room scenario
with expert neurosurgeons to determine its quality of support
as well as its potential for clinical translation. The automated
segmentation reaches a F1-Score of 95-99%. Paths are planned
correctly in 93.4%. The entire process enables navigation aid
in under five minutes. Validation shows that the system allows
for a puncture success rate of 81.7% with mean accuracy of
4.8 ± 2.5 mm. A control group who performed the standard-
of-care procedure reached a rate of 71.7% with 6.5 ± 2.4 mm
accuracy. Acceptability analysis shows that 85.7% of the par-
ticipating surgeons approve of the system’s convenience and
92.9% expect accuracy improvement. The presented navigation
aid for ventricular puncture enables automated surgical planning
and may improve accuracy and success rates of neurosurgical
interventions.

Index Terms—Augmented reality (AR), ventricular drain
placement, computer assisted surgery, surgical planning, surgical
navigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S INCE its beginnings, neurosurgery has been on the
forefront of technical innovation in medicine. This sur-

gical discipline comprises all procedures performed on the
human brain and spine, including the resection of tumors,
vascular lesions, evacuation of hematoma following traumatic
injury or intracranial hemorrhage, and placement of catheters
into the ventricles of the brain. Due to the intricate and delicate
nature of brain tissue an adherent risk of severe damage arises
that may cause fatal harm to the patient. Thus, great potential
arises for technologies that support neurosurgeons during their
crucial work and increase the precision of surgical interven-
tions. As the surgical target inside the brain is generally not
visible during biopsies or catheter placement, procedures are
often performed under the guidance of a navigation system.
Since setting up such systems can be cumbersome in time-
critical emergency situations, standard free-hand technique is
the preferred method. As an example, during the ventricular
puncture for drain placement, surgeons maintain orientation
through the sense of touch by perceiving distant anatomical
landmarks. Resulting catheter position is considered “optimal”
in 40-77% [1]–[8]. Commercially available surgical navigation
tools usually require manual planning of the catheter’s entry
point and insertion angle. Moreover, rigid head fixation or
attachment of a marker system directly to the skull is required.
Augmented reality (AR) can help visualize hidden structures,
which otherwise would not be visible to the surgeon, and thus,
can provide an easy-to-use navigation aid with the potential
to improve the placement accuracy and minimize the risk for
brain damage. The use of additional navigation aids is accept-
able for neurosurgeons if the normal surgical workflow is not
extended more than 10 minutes [9].

Our main goal is the demonstration of AR based surgical
support during the ventricular puncture as an example for a
neurosurgical intervention as seen in Fig. 1. The envisioned
system uses AR glasses as the sole active component. Patient
tracking is maintained with a marker system attached to the
forehead of the patient non-invasively. Automated planning
of the procedure with the potential to speed up the process
further adds to the usability and accuracy, thus, leading to
better surgical outcomes. The correct orientation for ventric-
ular drain placement has been shown to lie perpendicular
to the Kocher’s point [10]. To automate trajectory planning
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of the proposed system, showing an augmented reality
supported navigation during ventriculostomy on a custom build medical phan-
tom. The custom build phantom can be equipped with five different ventricular
systems and is tracked with a Vuforia marker.

for drain placement, a template based system is presented
in [11]. Automatic segmentation of computed tomography
(CT) scans is still considered difficult due to the great inter-
patient shape variance of organs and an unfavorable signal
to noise ratio. An approach utilizing k-means clustering fol-
lowed by a selection of the largest cluster to segment the
ventricular system (VS) [12] has been improved by using
additional morphological operators [13]. Further, template
matching may extent low-level segmentation techniques [14],
whereas machine learning techniques have been applied to seg-
mentation of medical data-sets [15]. However, the discussed
planning methods only cover segments of the surgical work-
flow, while the here proposed system covers the entire planning
process from CT imaging to model generation, and trajectory
planning. Every step may be supervised by a medical expert,
who critically monitors the results of the automated algorithms
and may intervene if required. In the past, AR systems used
in a clinical environment were mainly comprised of 2D moni-
tors, projectors, or AR in combination with microscopes [16].
Before the market launch of the Microsoft HoloLens, head
mounted displays lacked the ability to be applied in surgical
settings due to hardware limitations. Since then new appli-
cations have emerged. An arising challenge is characterized
by tracking and registration of the patient’s head during the
clinical scenario.

Patients can be tracked using marker-based or markerless
tracking approaches. Emerging machine learning techniques
have enabled markerless tracking through landmark detection
for head pose estimation [17], [18], [19]. In many cases these
approaches are not applicable to the clinical environment as
the patient is fully covered for sterility and patient safety.
Especially in neurosurgery, features other than the surgical
situs are concealed. Marker based tracking can be divided into
two and three dimensional markers with a variety of 2D mark-
ers available: AprilTags [20], Aruco [21], and Vuforia (PTC
Inc., MA, USA), which are capable of tracking at submil-
limeter range [22]. These markers are rarely applied to the
medical domain due to restricted visibility and sterilizability.
Frantz et al. [23] proposed a methodology to track a phantom

utilizing Vuforia markers. The study identified marker stabil-
ity with a mean drift of 1.41 mm. Infrared (IR) markers are
widely used in clinical AR applications, overcoming above
shortcomings. They can be sterilized and tracked from various
angles. IR markers were used in combination with a hand-held
video probe with augmentation of its RGB stream [24] and a
projector to overlay information of underlying tumorous tissue
onto the skin of a patient [25]. Various works have exam-
ined the sensor quality [26] and hologram stability of the
HoloLens [27], the accuracy of placing objects in the real
world, such as reference objects [28] with 1.6 mm, pedicle
screw placement [29] with 4.49 mm accuracy, and a system
for burr hole placement with the HoloLens with 9-16 mm
accuracy. Another work uses the HoloLens for external ven-
tricular drain placement [30]. An accuracy of 4.34±1.63 mm
was reached. However no patient tracking or automated plan-
ning was implemented. In addition, no coverage of the patient
was used. Azimi et al. use Vuforia markers to track a patient
during neurosurgery [31]. Prior to a CT scan fiducials are
attached to the skull and later used to register the patient
to the marker without automated planning of the procedure.
Furthermore, model to patient registration was investigated
using the HoloLens and hand gestures resulting in 98% of
valid placements under 10 mm [32]. Also surface matching
was used by matching patient models based on face landmark
recognition combined with depth data reaching a mean accu-
racy of 2.2-8.6 mm [33]. Cutolo et al. proposed an AR-based
system for neurosurgical oncology where they investigated
different visualization methods [34].

In this work, a solution is proposed that comprises the
complete semi-automated process of a neurosurgical procedure
for placement of an external ventricular drain. The goal is to
support surgeons in this operation by superimposing the patient
models and navigation aids over the patient’s head. As the
precise tracking of the patient is of particular importance, we
have developed a marker system that allows the streamlined
change from the non-sterile to the sterile procedure phase. A
two stage process is applied that consists of an initial coarse
determination of the head position, followed by fine positioning
and registration of the marker system to the patient. This process
enables stable tracking of the patient during surgery. Based
on the automatically generated patient models, the puncture
trajectory is determined by utilizing statistical shape models to
determine the trepanation point and the target area inside the
VS. Navigation is offered to the surgeon in form of the patient
model with integrated trajectory and landmark visualization for
guidance. Our system overcomes the aforementioned limitations
by providing free movement to the surgeon, a precise tracking of
the patient, and support during the complete surgical workflow
for external drain placement from planning to placement.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. System Overview

The aim of this work is to provide intuitive support to
neurosurgeons without disturbing or restricting the clinical
workflow. As illustrated in Fig. 2a), the proposed navigation
aid consists of a marker system attached to the patient’s head,
several components for automated planning of the surgery
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Fig. 2. (a) System overview, (b) activity diagram of the complete surgical workflow, (c) detailed process description of the automatic segmentation to derive
the patient models, (d) detailed process description of the automatic trajectory determination.

such as automated generation of the patient models and tra-
jectory determination, AR glasses (HoloLens, Microsoft Inc.,
USA), and a GPU workstation for processing. All planning
steps for the puncture of the VS are automated and executed
within a pipeline mapping the surgical workflow. Every part
of the pipeline has been optimized as strict time limits must
be adhered to, especially in emergency situations. An activity
diagram of the whole system is depicted in Fig. 2b).

When a patient with suspected brain injury is admitted, a CT
scan is performed to determine intracranial pathology, such as
an enlarged VS. The proposed pipeline automatically generates
the patient models from CT images including models of the
skin, the skull, and the VS. Based on patient-specific data the
puncture trajectory is determined by identifying the Kocher’s
point on the skull as well as a favorable target point within the
VS. The patient models are superimposed over the patient’s
head during surgery using AR. Additionally, the planned tra-
jectory is displayed as navigation aid. To display the correct
hologram position in the AR device, the patient is continuously
tracked during the surgical procedure. Knowledge of the rel-
ative positions allows to compensate patient movements and
the parallax of the surgeon. A customized marker system is
developed to track the patient that supports the change from
the non-sterile to the sterile surgical phase with high assembly
repeatability.

B. Automated Segmentation of Anatomical Structures

The segmentation is performed on CT scans that form a
three dimensional volume of intensity values represented by

Hounsfield Units (HU). The CT scan data is initially converted
to the ‘nrrd’ format [35] losslessly to allow easier reading
and writing operations. The segmentation is later performed
on these converted files. As shown in Fig. 2c), a four-step
process is used to segment the VS. First, to remove exist-
ing noise and large unfavorable areas near the skull, the CT
data is preprocessed. Then potential voxels of the target struc-
tures are identified and in a final step the appropriate clusters
are selected. The skin and skull are also segmented using an
appropriately adjusted process.

The preprocessing consists of the following steps. During
physiologic ageing of the brain large bodies of fluid can
accumulate between the brain tissue and the skull in the sub-
arachnoid space. These areas and the VS are characterized with
similar HU in the CT images. Thus, to simplify segmentation
of the VS, the subarachnoid area is removed by growing the
bone of the skull layer by layer. As the VS is located in the
center of the human brain, peripheral areas can be removed
safely by choosing a suitable value for the layer thickness.

To fully remove the subarachnoid space a local operator is
applied iteratively until the bone has grown inward by 2.5 cm.
A result is depicted in Fig. 2c) (step 1). A bilateral filter
is applied to the CT data, removing high-frequency salt and
pepper noise while maintaining borders, thus simplifying fur-
ther image processing. After preprocessing, voxels are selected
according to their corresponding HU that presumably belong
to the desired structures by creating a binary mask as shown
in Eq. (1). The VS is segmented utilizing a local operator. It
consists mainly of cerebrospinal fluid with corresponding HU
between 0 and 14. A voxel s is chosen only if a specified
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fraction (α = 0.5) of its neighborhood within a radius of 2
(N2(s)) voxels also lies within that range as in

VS(s) =
{

1 |{n ∈ N2(s) | 0 ≤ nval ≤ 14}| ≥ α|N2(s)|
0 else

(1)

After voxel selection, the set of clusters C, which poten-
tially represent the VS, is computed. A cluster is defined as
a coherent collection of voxels. The VS is expected to be the
largest homogeneous region consisting of cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) after potentially large areas of CSF in the subarachnoid
space have been removed. The largest cluster Mmax is there-
fore selected to represent the VS. Next, all clusters, which are
at least 50% (β = 0.5) the size of Mmax, are also included to
ensure that both ventricles of a potentially disconnected VS
are included. The cluster set representing the VS is finally
defined as Cvs = {M ∈ C | |M| ≥ β|Mmax|}. The automated
segmentation of the VS is described in more detail in [36].

Similarly, the proposed method is applied to segmentation
of the skull and the skin. The approach is adapted accordingly
to the respective structure. Bone has a very unique HU of 300
and higher and can thus be easily segmented from CT data
utilizing a binary point operator that only takes each individual
voxel into account. To segment the skin, voxels are selected
in the vicinity of air. Here, the HU value range for air is
assumed to be Ia = (−∞,−800], whereas that of skin is
Is = [−750, 200].

In brain injury, ventricles may contain blood that cannot be
segmented with a single HU range. To allow the correct selec-
tion of voxels representing fluid mixed with blood, the voxel
selection criterium in Eq. (1) is extended. Multiple intervals
are defined instead of a single predefined range [min, max].
The intervals Ib = [0, 14] ∪ [60, 80] result in correct voxel
selection:

VSblood(s) =
{

1 |{n ∈ N2(s) | nval ∈ Ib}| ≥ α|N2|
0 else.

(2)

C. Automated Determination of the Puncture Trajectory

To support the surgeon during navigation of a surgical
instrument, a suitable trajectory is automatically generated.
The determination process is depicted in Fig. 2d.

The trajectory is described as the vector from the trepanation
point (Kocher’s point) to a target point inside the VS as defined
in Fig. 3a. The optimal target area for the trepanation has
been defined according to [7] and is illustrated in Fig. 3b.
Both points are determined by utilization of statistical shape
models (SSM). First, mean models of the VS and the skull are
created with a gaussian kernel from 26 representative patient
scans.

On these mean representations of anatomical structures,
corresponding reference points for the trepanation and the tar-
get points are defined on the left/right side of the skull, as
well as for the left/right lateral ventricles, respectively. The
sought-after points are derived by fitting the SSMs to the
patient-specific anatomy. Scalismo Lab [37] is used as a frame-
work to create the statistical shape models and process the
corresponding deformations.

Fig. 3. (a) Determination of the target point inside the VS to retrieve the
puncture trajectory, (b) Kocher’s point position and acceptable puncture area.

1) Statistical Shape Model Creation: A mean shape model
x is generally created from n representative meshes xi by

x = 1

n

n∑
i=1

xi (3)

Similarly, mean shape models of the VS xvs and the skull
xskull are created from n = 26 meshes obtained from real
patient data. For mean model creation the VS of all 26 CT
datasets are automatically segmented, followed by manual
validation and improvement to obtain smoother segmenta-
tion results. Automated skull segmentation was sufficiently
accurate without post-processing.

The SSMs are created by combining the mean models with
a gaussian process that represents the possible deformations
or shape variations. Any valid shape can be generated by
choosing a sufficient parameterization of Eq. (4) as in

xnew = x +
d∑

i=1

αiUi (4)

where U = [U1, . . . , Ui] ∈ R
3m×d contains the shape eigen-

vectors of the model and α = [α1, . . . , αi] ∈ R
d are the

coefficients that parameterize the model to form a certain
shape [38]. Further, m is the number of vertices of the mean
model and d is the number of selected orthonormal basis vec-
tors that form the deformation field of the model [39] and is
also referred to as the model’s degrees of freedom. Here we
chose d = 50 for the skull and d = 200 for the VS. The higher
value of d for the VS is due to the larger variety of shapes,
thus requiring a higher number of vectors that form the defor-
mation field. To model the gaussian process, a gaussian kernel
is used with s = 10 and σ = 40, where s affects the variance
and σ the smoothness of the deformation.

2) Shape Model Fitting: When the mean shape of the SSM
is deformed the defined reference points for trepanation and
target positions in the VS are simultaneously moved with the
deformation of the shape. Shape model fitting is performed
using a combined rigid and flexible iterative closest point
algorithm. As the SSM are derived from surface meshes the
target points are initially defined on the surface of the VS
and the skull. To calculate the final placement of the target
points inside the left and right VS, two vectors �KSl/ �KSr are
constructed from the detected left and right Kocher’s points
Kl/Kr to the corresponding target points on the surface of
the VS S1

l /S1
r . Subsequently, �KSl/ �KSr are extended until the

opposite boundary of the VS surface is reached to construct
S2

l /S2
r as illustrated in Fig. 3. Finally, the new target point is
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selected at the center of the vector’s extension Tl and Tr. The
final trajectory is derived as a vector between the left/right
Kocher’s points and the corresponding target points inside the
left/right lateral ventricle calculating �KT = �K − �T .

D. Registration of the Marker System to the Patient

Patient movement is visually tracked with the front cam-
era of the HoloLens and a customized marker system that is
mounted on the patient’s forehead during surgery. In the stan-
dard of care (SoC) the patient’s head is fully covered with
sterile drapes following the transition from the non-sterile to
the sterile surgical phase, rendering it impossible to track the
patient using visual features. Thus, here we propose tracking
the head with a marker system, which consists of four sepa-
rate parts as shown in Fig. 4a): (1) the head attachment (tripod
and mounting plate), (2) the connection to the marker carrier,
(3) and the marker carrier with (4) mounted Vuforia mark-
ers. The marker system is attached to the patient’s forehead.
We investigated three different approaches to fix the attach-
ment to the patient’s head and to maintain stable positioning: a
thermoplastic polymer polycaprolactone that deforms at 42◦C
and hardens as it cools, a light-curing composite that hardens
under UV light, and standard electrocardiogram (ECG) elec-
trode pads on a tripod attachment as depicted in Fig.4a). The
third method proved to be most stable and was thus used in
further experiments. In addition, an elastic band was used to
stabilize the attachment. After assembly of the marker system,
precise registration to the patient is crucial. This is performed
during the non-sterile phase while the patient head is not
covered. Figure 2a) depicts all coordinate systems accounted
for in the proposed system. To ensure that the holograms
are displayed at the correct position in the AR glasses, the
transformation matrix TP

H between the HoloLens TH and the
patient TP needs to be continuously derived and updated.
During surgery the patient’s head is completely covered, while
only the marker system is visible. To derive the transforma-
tion TP

H the marker system TMS is tracked continuously and
must therefore be registered to the patient. This is achieved
in a registration step during which the patient must not be
moved. To obtain TP

MS registration from the marker system
to the patient is performed by manually placing the patient
model precisely over the patient’s head in 3D space with the
help of a game controller to determine the present position
of the patient TPinit

H . Simultaneously, the marker is tracked to
derive the transformation TMS

H . Transformation TP
MS is given by

TP
MS =

(
TMS

H

)−1 ∗ TPinit
H (5)

During the further surgical workflow a stable marker position
in relation to the patient’s head is assumed, such that tracking
the marker results in the position of a patient as in

TP
H = TMS

H ∗ TP
MS. (6)

E. Visualization of Holograms

The patient models are superimposed over the patient’s head
during surgery as depicted in Fig. 4d). Hidden structures are

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup of a phantom surgery performed on a medical
phantom with attached marker system, (b) CAD models of the five used ven-
tricular systems, third and fifth VS are very narrow and third is additionally
shifted to the left, (c) expert evaluation, (d) view from HoloLens, (e) puncture
results.

visualized to the surgeon as a navigation aid in the HoloLens,
namely the VS, the Kocher’s points, and the left and right
puncture trajectories. After preprocessing of the data (92s) the
generated surface models can be accessed from the AR glasses
and used in the further workflow, enabling very fast deploy-
ment. Intraoperatively, the surgeon can navigate the catheter
in relation to the trajectory to successfully puncture the VS.
The representation of the models is developed in close col-
laboration with three expert neurosurgeons. Different colors
and alpha values were tested and evaluated during a user
study in the operating room under various light conditions.
They can switch on and off visualization of the skull and the
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Fig. 5. (a) Final representation of the models in the visualization with
included marker system, (b) representation of the Kocher’s points in magenta,
(c) template with just the VS, the trajectories and optimal points visible,
(d-e) different color representations of the patient models that were evaluated
in regard to visibility.

optimal trajectories. The minimal visualization is characterized
by the display of the VS with the reference points and the
marker system to verify the functionality of the tracking
(see Fig. 5 a)-c)). The edges of the marker system are high-
lighted with bright light blue color when the marker is tracked
within a frame to visualize a correct tracking to the user.
The underlying challenge is to determine a satisfactory bal-
ance between visibility, transparency, colors, and their mixing
behavior. After the registration of the marker system to the
patient a calibration of the HoloLens to the wearer is per-
formed. First the wearers interpupillary distance (IPD) is set
in the configuration. The HoloLens 1 does not allow for eye
tracking, so the position on the wearer’s head must be care-
fully monitored. The calibration is done by aligning the edges
of the virtual marker system with the real physical marker
system.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Component Validation

1) Automated Segmentation: The automated segmentation
algorithm is evaluated on 26 randomly selected CT datasets
from real patients with and without pathologies. To evaluate
the accuracy and applicability of the segmentation algorithm
as well as its suitability for neurosurgical navigation, results
of manually and automatically segmented CT scans are com-
pared. Manual segmentation is performed by two expert
neurosurgeons. As shown in Fig. 7c), calcification inside the
VS may divide the VS into two independent clusters. As a
result, the segmentation of the VS often excludes the pos-
terior sections. However, ventricular puncture in this project
is always performed in the frontal section of the VS, which
is segmented sufficiently well by the implemented algorithm.
Thus, segmentation errors due to calcification in the poste-
rior VS can be neglected for further processing. For the sake
of rigour, we evaluate the quality of the segmentation of the
section relevant to the proposed application, as well as the
complete VS. For quantitative evaluation the Dice Coefficient
(F1-Score) is calculated comparing results from manual and
automated segmentation.

2) Automated Trajectory Planning: The automated trajec-
tory planning algorithm is evaluated on 33 randomly selected
CT datasets from real patients with and without pathologies
for both sides, resulting in 66 plannings. In all datasets the
Kocher’s (K) and target (T) points (refer to Fig. 3) inside the
VS are annotated manually by medical experts. A rectangu-
lar area of 30 × 25 mm with the Kocher’s point in the center
is defined acceptable. Subsequently, the proposed algorithm
for point detection automatically identifies the relevant points
for both the left and right hemispheres. The derived points
are compared to the manual annotation, resulting in an accu-
racy value that assumes validity of manual annotation. In a
next step, results are analyzed whether a point can be cate-
gorized as valid, resulting in a reliability metric. Reliability is
the value of valid rated points in relation to all determinations.
Defining the correct target point in the ventricular system and
entry point on the skull is not trivial, thus, every result is rated
manually for correctness by experienced medical experts.

3) Marker System and Registration: The overall error of the
hologram visualization depends on the re-mounting accuracy
of the marker system, the Vuforia marker tracking accuracy
and the marker to patient registration accuracy. The mounting
error after changing the marker system for the sterile phase
was determined using a high precision measuring arm (FARO
platinum arm with FARO CAM2 software) with indicated
precision of ±0.037 mm (FARO Technologies Inc., Germany).
The evaluation was performed on a commercially available
phantom head (Synbone, Switzerland) with an attached sili-
cone skin as shown in Fig. 4a). Measurements were performed
on six reference points Mi and Pi (i = 1, 2, 3), three of which
located on the marker and the phantom, respectively. A coor-
dinate system is created with the points Pi on the phantom. To
obtain positions of Mi, the spherical tip of the FARO measur-
ing arm was placed into indentations at these locations on the
marker system. References P1, P2 and P3 are located on the
forehead, the cheek and the chin of the phantom, respectively.
M1, M2 and M3 are distributed over the removable part of the
marker system. The mounting error is determined by compar-
ing positions of the control points Mi in the coordinate space of
the phantom. Twenty measurements were taken at each point
to determine the mounting repeatability. Three experiments
were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the remounted
marker system. In the first experiment E1 the marker system
was changed from the non-sterile to the sterile phase and
the measurements were taken. In a second experiment E2 the
phantom was mounted on a Stewart platform (Hexapod, PI
GmbH, Germany) and moved randomly in space to mimic
small motions that a sedated patient may perform. In the last
test E3, drilling was simulated by holding a wooden plate on
the phantom and drilling a hole. Thus, vibrations similar to
those occurring during a burr hole trepanation were generated.
The measurement uncertainty was obtained by performing 20
measurements on a fixed reference object. According to [40],
the accuracy of Vuforia marker tracking is 0.31±0.38 mm.
To determine the volumetric registration error, the matching
holograms were manually matched to the phantom head using
a game controller in 10 experiments. A digital caliper was
used to measure the deviation between the holograms and the
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phantom separately for each axis. The measurements were per-
formed on three reference points on the custom built phantom
to allow an evaluation for all axes over the complete phantom
head. Thus, the maximum displacement error inside the phan-
tom where the VS is placed can be determined. Furthermore,
this displacement is measured with activated marker tracking
using the same metric. If the marker is not visible to the system
the holograms remain at the last known position. This again
allows the measurement of the displacement error for all axes
of the phantom head.

4) Hologram Visualization: The display of holograms was
evaluated during a user study under various lighting conditions
that may occur in the operating room. In addition, different
colors and alpha values were tested for visualization of the
holograms. Examples are visualized in Fig. 5d)-f). The col-
ors red, blue, green, white, magenta, yellow, and orange were
evaluated. Colors were assigned to the models of the VS, tar-
gets inside the VS, the skull, the Kocher’s points, and the
target trajectories.

Processing of the planning algorithms is conducted on a
workstation with an Intel i7-9700 CPU, 16GB RAM, SSD and
a GeForce 1070 Ti. The utilized AR device is the HoloLens
version 1 (Microsoft, USA). Programs for the HoloLens are
implemented in Unity 3D (version 2019.1.4f). The HoloLens
applications were implemented in C++ and C#, algorithms for
automated segmentation and trajectory determination in C++,
Python and Scala.

B. Preliminary Experiments

The complete system and clinical procedure were evalu-
ated in a customized head phantom, allowing to integrate
various pre-selected VS from real patient data. The shape
of the head phantom was created from merged multiple CT
scans, see Figure 4c. All boney structures are 3D printed with
ASA filament (Stratasys, USA). The phantom head includes
a detachable cap in the skull, which may be interchanged and
disposed of after each opening of the skull. Additionally, five
different interchangable VS may be integrated into the head
phantom as presented in Fig. 4e), thus allowing to evaluate the
AR navigation system with different healthy and pathological
VS (i.e., VS3 and VS5). Here, we chose five VS with vari-
ous shapes for evaluation, including narrow and asymmetric
ones. All VS were previously segmented from real patient data
to account for individual and realistic characteristics. The seg-
mented VS are illustrated in Fig. 4b). The customized phantom
has a fixed mount for the marker system, such that the trans-
formation TP

MS is known, allowing to separate possible error
sources regarding the registration error.

For preliminary evaluation in a laboratory environment,
eight non-medical novices with a technical background per-
formed a total of 80 navigated interventions in five different
VS with one ventricular puncture into the left and right
ventricle, respectively. The investigated task for the subjects
included previously fixed registration of the visualized marker
and subsequently following the displayed trajectory from
Kocher’s point towards the target on a VS using a catheter, as
illustrated in Fig. 6. During preliminary experimentation, the

Fig. 6. Visualization of the puncture evaluation with reference path, placed
catheter, Kocher’s points, target points and penetration error.

subjects were provided with skull caps including a burr hole
opening with a diameter of 11 mm, representing the trepana-
tion at the Kocher’s point. Like this, focus was laid on the
puncture task itself instead of trepanation of the skull.

Each participant punctured five differently shaped VS mod-
els in each of the two ventricles, respectively. A mould
containing a soft modeling clay is used to represent the VS
and disposable skewers are used to puncture. After a success-
ful puncture, the indentation created by the skewer in the
model VS is filled with a small amount of modeling clay
of a different color. Once participants attempted all punc-
tures, the marked ventricular systems are digitized with a 3D
line-scanner (25xx-100, resolution in z: 12 μm, x: 0.15 mm,
y: 0.1 mm, Micro-Epsilon, Germany). Comparing the regis-
tered digitized ventricular systems and reference images, the
indented surface points are extracted. If the VS is penetrated,
the surface distance between the optimal puncture point, as
defined by the medical experts, and the resulting point, as
indented by the participant, is approximated with the stan-
dard euclidean distance between the two points. In contrast to
the subsequent pre-clinical evaluation, during the preliminary
experiments the phantom head did not include a model for
brain tissue as here we aimed to investigate general usability
of the navigation aid, rather than absolute performance.

A first pre-clinical feasibility study of the AR system was
tested on a medical phantom as shown in Fig. 4a. All here
presented quantitative and qualitative evaluations were per-
formed on the self-build and designed custom head phantom
that is depicted in Fig. 4c and d.

C. Pre-Clinical Evaluation

After proving general feasibility for neurosurgical navi-
gation in the preliminary experiments, the performance of
the complete system and its ability to aid during neurosur-
gical instrument navigation is experimentally evaluated in a
clinical scenario. For this, neurosurgical experts conducted
complete ventriculostomies with and without augmented real-
ity support. For the experiments, the custom phantom heads
(compare Section III-B) were filled with agar gel at a con-
centration of 0.5% that when cooled and hardened resembles
brain tissue [41]. In contrast to the preliminary navigation
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experiments, the addition of model brain tissue restricts cor-
rective motion of the catheter once inside the head, and thus,
emulates a real surgery. The VS is represented with modeling
clay in the shape of five individual ventricular systems as
shown in Fig. 4b) and e).

Prior to catheter insertion, the surgeons had to locate the left
and right Kocher’s points on the model skull (see Fig. 3) and
drill a trepanation hole at each of these points to gain access
to the brain. The trepanation holes are drilled into replaceable
skull plates with a surgical drill (Stryker Corp., Kalamazoo,
Michigan, USA) with a diameter of 11 mm. After opening
the skull, a standard of care reinforced catheter is navigated
through the burr hole and agar towards a target on the respec-
tive ventricle. The same five ventricle shapes are used as in
the preliminary experiments.

During the pre-clinical evaluation of the navigation aid, a
total of seven neurosurgeons and three neurosurgical residents
performed ten ventriculostomies each, utilizing the augmented
reality system, as illustrated in Fig. 4c). Throughout the pro-
cedure, the surgeons wore the AR-glasses to visualize the
Kocher’s points for correct trepanation, the target on the
respective ventricle and the optimized trajectory for catheter
placement. The object visualizations could be changed at will
using an XBox controller (Microsoft Corp., Redmont, WA,
USA) to chose between different presented anatomical struc-
tures, i.e., VS, skin, skull, reference path. Subsequently, the
surgeon could insert the catheter manually under visual guid-
ance along the presented path towards the target. In the first
trial, each of 10 participating surgeons performed a total of
10 ventricular punctures in five different ventricular systems,
i.e., n1 = 100. During a subsequent second trial, 2 neuro-
surgeons and two neurosurgical residents performed another 8
procedures in the same five VS, i.e., a total of n2 = 80 ventric-
ular punctures. The second trial was performed to investigate
the influence of experience with AR on the qualitative out-
come of the procedure. For control experiments, 6 surgeons
(5 neurosurgeons and 1 neurosurgical resident) conducted a
total of nc = 60 ventriculostomies similar to the standard of
care without the aid of augmented reality. Therefore, planning
of the catheter placement was performed using the in-house
medical imaging system. In both studies, after a surgeon per-
formed punctures in the left and right ventricles of all five
ventricular systems, respectively, the phantom heads are dig-
itized utilizing a medical CT scanner (Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany). From the digitized VS, the surface dis-
tance between the optimal puncture point and the achieved
point where the catheter penetrates the VS surface is approxi-
mated by the standard euclidean distance between these points,
as illustrated in Fig. 6.

After the pre-clinical experiments aided by AR navigation,
the participating surgeons filled out a questionnaire to deter-
mine their level of acceptance and usability of the AR-based
assistance for ventriculostomy.

IV. RESULTS

A. Automated Segmentation

Results of the automated segmentation are compared to a
manually segmented ground truth. Two examples of segmented

Fig. 7. (a-b) Results of segmented ventricular systems, (c) a VS divided by
calcifications into frontal (top) and posterior (bottom) sections, (d) determi-
nation of a Kocher’s point, (e) target point inside the VS - green: annotated
point, violet: determined point and (f) complete puncture trajectory.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL SEGMENTATION OF

(a) THE COMPLETE AND (b) THE PARTIAL VS

VS are illustrated in Fig. 7a) and b). Calcification in the VS
may lead to detection of several clusters, and thus, inaccu-
rate segmentation of the complete VS, as seen in Fig. 7c). To
account for this limitation, segmentation of the partial VS are
performed. As calcification usually are found in the posterior
part of the ventricles, which are not targeted during venricu-
lostomy, these may be neglected for further processing. The
Dice (F1) scores for segmentation of complete and partial (i.e.,
neglecting calcification) ventricular systems are presented in
Table I. The overall runtime of the automated segmentation
is 2.3±0.2 s per structure leading to 6.9±0.6 s segmentation
time for all structures.

B. Automated Trajectory Planning

Results for automated trajectory planning are depicted in
Fig. 7d) to f). The Kocher’s points are determined correctly
inside the optimal area with a mean accuracy of 8.4±4.5 mm
(n = 66) and a reliability of 98.4%. The resulting errors
in x-, y-, and z-directions as well as the absolute error are
depicted in detail in Fig. 8a) to d). For determination of the
target points inside the VS in relation to the optimal trepana-
tion point (see Fig. 7e) a mean error 4.9±2.3 mm is reached
with a reliability of 95.4%. The resulting errors in x-, y-,
and z-directions as well as the absolute error are illustrated in
Fig. 8 e) to h). A valid trajectory is planned in 93.9% of cases.
The overall runtime of the automated trajectory determination
is 57.0±3.4s (nrrd to stl conversion: 19s, Kocher’s point deter-
mination: 18s, target point determination inside the VS: 15s,
trajectory calculation and model generation: 5s). If the algo-
rithm fails to detect all points accurately, the procedure allows
for human intervention and adjustment by the responsible
surgeon.
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Fig. 8. (a) Error [mm] of automated determination of the Kocher’s point on the skull: in x-direction, (b) y-direction, (c) z-direction and (d) absolute error.
(e) Error [mm] of automated determination of the target point inside the VS: in x-direction, (f) y-direction, (g) z-direction and (h) absolute error.

TABLE II
MOUNTING ERROR ON REFERENCE POINTS M1, M2, M3. E1: STATIC

PHANTOM, NO MOVEMENT. E2: SLIGHT RANDOM MOTION. E3:
DRILLING SIMULATION. (ALL VALUES IN MM)

C. Marker System and Registration

Accuracy of the remounted marker system yielded
uncertainties with a mean value of 0.18±0.06 mm considering
all experiments E1, E2 and E3 as summarized in Table II.

The Vuforia marker was tracked at an average speed of
23-26 frames per second, which results in a stable display of
the holograms. Nevertheless, a delay is noticeable, especially
when the patient or the surgeon move quickly. The following
mean error values were identified for volumetric registration
of the hologram to the head phantom: 1.36±1.33 mm for
the x-axis, 1.45±0.87 mm for the y-axis, and 1.19±0.83 mm
for the z-axis. The volumetric mean error over all axes was
2.71±1.18 mm. The time to perform the complete registra-
tion was evaluated as 100.5±63.5 s, depending strongly on
the user’s experience with the system. The hologram registra-
tion experiments with enabled marker system tracking yielded
an accuracy of 2.91±1.47 mm. This includes the registration
error (2.71±1.18 mm) and the tracking error for Vuforia mark-
ers confirming measurements by Kiss et al. [40]. The sum
of all three influencing error values (remount, registration and
Vuforia marker tracking error [40]) results in a total volumetric
error of the marker system of 3.2±1.62 mm.

D. Hologram Visualization

The holograms were visualized under normal OR light
conditions as illustrated in Fig. 4d). Visualization problems
become apparent when the surgical lighting shines directly on
the visor of the HoloLens as the holograms are no longer
visible. Preferred visualization was achieved with slightly
dimmed lighting, guaranteeing the simultaneous visibility of
the holograms and the operating room.

User studies yielded in the combination of assigned colors
with best visibility: skull - blue, ventricular system - green,
Kocher’s points - magenta, trajectories - white, and targets
- yellow. An alpha value of 0.5 was selected. In addition,
the user may adjust brightness by controlling the hardware
buttons.

The HoloLens was designed to operate in a range of 1 to
2 meters, which guarantees an optimal visualization of the
holograms. Our system operates in ranges of 50-80cm. No
additional problems were encountered in that range, besides
the small field of view. One problem that can occur is, that
the holograms are perceived as floating above the phantom.
Therefore, it is preferable to use low brightness so that the
holograms and the real world can be seen simultaneously to
minimize this issue.

E. Preliminary Experiments

The mean accuracy, standard deviation and overall success
rates for punctures of left and right ventricles of the five VS
are summarized in Table III. The mean error of all ventricular
punctures during preliminary experimentation is found to be
5.6 ± 2.8 mm with an average success rate of 91.25%. The
highest mean error (8.8±3.1 mm) occurred during puncture of
the left ventricle of the third VS. This VS represents a patho-
logical structure with an asymmetric narrow shape. The lowest
mean error occurrence (4.0 ± 1.8 mm) was found for punc-
tures into the right ventricle of the second VS, representing a
relatively large VS. The lowest success rate (62.5%) occurred
when puncturing the right ventricle of the fifth VS with very
narrow ventricles. Qualitative evaluation of the navigation aid
during preliminary experiments included good acceptance by
the subjects due to (1) the clear visualization of the anatomical
structures with no visual clutter, (2) the adjustable brightness,
and (3) the intuitive control of the system. On the other hand,
users complained about a relatively small field of view and a
unsatisfactory contrast of colors in the visualization.

F. Pre-Clinical Evaluation

The mean error, standard deviation, and overall success rate
for ventriculostomies, as well as determination of the Kocher’s
point, with and without augmented reality navigation aid are
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TABLE III
ACCURACY, SD AND OVERALL SUCCESS RATE OF PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS WITH NOVICE USERS FOR ALL 5 VS (LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICLES)

TABLE IV
ACCURACY, SD AND OVERALL SUCCESS RATE OF THE CONTROL GROUP WHO PERFORMS THE INTERVENTION WITH THE STANDARD OF CARE (SOC)

WITHOUT AR AND AR-GUIDED EVALUATION FOR ALL 5 VS (LEFT AND RIGHT VENTRICLES) AND KOCHER’S POINT (K)

Fig. 9. (a) Resulting boxplots for experimental validation by experts AR-guided and (b) following the standard of care (SoC) and (c) puncture success rates.

presented in Table IV and illustrated in Fig. 9. The success
rate determines whether the targeted ventricle has been punc-
tured. The mean error for AR-supported ventriculostomy is
4.8 ± 2.5 mm with an average success rate of 81.7%. Control
experiments, i.e., ventricular puncture similar to the standard
of care and without AR navigation, show a higher mean error
of 6.5 ± 2.4 mm with an overall success rate of 71.67%.
Here, the presented data for AR-guided interventions include
results from both trials 1 and 2. If neglecting results from
trial 2, i.e., with initial training, the mean error increases
to 5.3 ± 2.6 mm with a decreased average success rate of
73.0% compared to an average of all conducted AR-supported
punctures. However, solely focusing on results from trial 2
(n2 = 80), the mean error drops to 4.3 ± 2.2 mm with an
overall success rate of 92.5% as only two ventricles were not
successfully penetrated during trial 2. Further, Table IV shows
that the Kocher’s point (K) was successfully determined in
100% of all cases. However, the resulting mean error for the
control group (8.2 ± 2.8 mm) is significantly higher than that
of interventions performed with AR navigation (4.8±2.5 mm).

Additionally, during the study with neurosurgical experts
quantitative evaluation data of the navigation aid were gath-
ered and allowed to analyse acceptability and user satisfaction.
Results are summarized in Fig. 10. The chart shows that 85.7%
of participating surgeons approve the convenience of the nav-
igation aid (strongly agree or agree) and 92.9% think that
the system has the potential to improve accuracy of cranial
procedures. However, a lower proportion of surgeons (64.2%)

Fig. 10. Results of expert user acceptance survey for the AR navigation aid
(ARNA). Users answered to statements on a 5 point Likert scale: 1) ARNA
is convenient, 2) ARNA improves accuracy of ventriculostomy, 3) ARNA
speeds up my workflow, 4) I would use ARNA in the OR, 5) My patients
would benefit from ARNA, and 6) If ARNA was a product I would buy it.

believe that usage of AR-support would speed up the surgical
workflow. Further, 78.6% of the interviewed surgeons would
use the navigation aid in the OR and believe that patients
would benefit from the system. Summarizing, 85.7% would
consider buying this technology if it was a marketed product.

V. DISCUSSION

The quality and robustness of the segmentation of cranial
structures depends on several factors such as the resolution of
the imaging modality and the existence of various types of
pathologies, such as hematoma or calcification of the plexus
choroideus. The proposed algorithm achieves very good seg-
mentation results with a dice coefficient (F1 score) of more
than 98%. Additionally, the presented approach is able to
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detect blood clots inside the VS and adjusted versions can
be used to segment the skull and the skin.

The automated trajectory planning was implemented using
statistical shape models, which form a powerful tool to model
shape classes and their deformations. In 93.9%, the proposed
algorithm determined a valid path. Anytime in the process, a
surgeon may intervene and adjust the burr hole and target point
positions to react to special circumstances. Preprocessing of
data is essential due to ambiguities contained in the CT data,
such as misalignment and orientation of the patient, patholo-
gies, and noise in the data. Future work will combine the
proposed approach with a dedicated landmark detection to
orient the patient correctly. An alternative approach is using
a variety of shape models with adapted orientations. The
shape models could also be expanded by landmarks as cor-
respondence points. Further considerations include a better
processing capability for various pathologies, especially when
the head is strongly damaged or deformed caused by traumatic
brain injury.

The hologram visualization error was determined as
3.2±1.62 mm, which is surgically sufficient for ventricu-
lostomies. The initial evaluation included a fixed marker to
patient registration as it would be the case if fiducial markers
are attached to the patient prior the CT, which is in many
systems the standard of care. A possible additional devia-
tion is mainly caused through a manual registration error in
x-direction of 1.36±1.33 mm. See the illustrated coordinate
system in Fig. 3a).

A surgeon normally looks directly into the puncture path
making the error in z-direction negligible. Due to the elon-
gated shape of the VS that follows the y-direction, errors on
this axis are also less significant. Even when including the
additional error in x-direction, the deviation seems accept-
able in most cases for the pre-clinical experiments. We will
examine this in future work, now that possible error sources
have been separated. Preliminary experiments demonstrated
the feasibility of AR-guided ventriculostomies and showed a
high success rate of 91.25%. However, puncturing through
air seems much simpler than through an agar filled phan-
tom head. In a pre-clinical evaluation, two experiments were
carried out. In the first one 180 ventricular punctures were
carried out with AR-guidance. Additionally, a control study
was conducted comparable to the standard of care with 60
ventriculostomies on five phantom heads and 10 ventricles,
respectively. The AR-guided ventriculostomies yielded a ten
percent higher success rate of 81.7% and an overall better
puncture accuracy of 4.8 ± 2.5 mm, while the control group
achieved an average accuracy of 6.5±2.4 mm. Thus, a signif-
icant improvement for AR-guided catheter placement during
ventriculostomy could be demonstrated.

The haptic feedback differs significantly to a real procedure,
in which a loss of resistance is present when entering the ven-
tricle as well as an immediate drainage of CSF in most cases.
The modelling clay, however, leads to a subtle increase of
resistance. Furthermore, the test setup did not allow surgeons
to correct the trajectory they initially chose. These factors com-
bined with using new, unfamiliar hardware may have interfered
with the performance. For most participating surgeons these

experiments were the first experience with surgical navigation
using AR through a head mounted display. Further experi-
ments with trained expert participants show improved results,
suggesting a steep learning curve. Two of the selected VS
posed a major challenge due to their relatively small volume
(see Fig. 4 b). Two of which were derived from CT-scans
with a 1.5 cm midline-shift to the left side (the third VS) and
one with two very narrow ventricles (the fifth VS). This may
account for the worst results in terms of success rate of only
55.6%.

In neurosurgical practice ventriculostomies are not often
indicated in patients with an intracranial pathology that leads
to a significant midline shift. The aim of this study was to
include puncture targets that are particularly challenging, such
as a displaced ventricle. As a result, the ventricular drain’s
angle of entrance differs significantly from a routine case,
thus differing from routine practice. The results reflect clin-
ical experience, in which a displaced, compressed or narrow
VS is more challenging to hit. A possibility for the system to
overcome this limitation is to automatically detect shifts and
narrow ventricles and indicate these to surgeons by providing
visual aid, so that surgeons may adjust their approach. In our
experiments, VS3-r and VS5-r seem particularly challenging to
puncture due to the midline-shift and narrow ventricles. When
ignoring results from VS3, the neurosurgical experts achieve
a higher mean success rate of 88.2% for the remaining VS,
instead of 81.7% (all VS). Further, when puncturing through
agar gel, the trajectory is restricted after entering the phantom
head and movement is reduced to one degree of freedom, i.e.,
forward motion.

The additional determination of the Kocher’s points was not
observed to influence the puncture error on the surface of the
VS to a large extent. Even if the trepanation point into the
skull differs, the target point inside the VS is still displayed
correctly from only a slightly different point of view. This
emphasizes the robustness of the system. The observation also
correlates to the fact that the Kocher’s point is not precisely
defined in neurosurgery, but rather a Kocher’s area is specified,
as shown in Fig. 3b). A post-experimental participant survey
overall reveals positive feedback. One major challenge that
affected some of the participants, however, were difficulties
when focusing on the surgical procedure and the hologram
alternately. Some users complained about slight headaches
towards the end of the experiment. This observation is pre-
sumably due to perceptual limitations of the AR lens as the
holograms are displayed on a visor in front of the eyes result-
ing in unnatural and unintuitive image perception as shown
in [42]. Presumably the biggest source of error is the training
status of a user, their experience with augmented reality, and
the correct interaction with the visualization aid that is pro-
vided. Further investigations will focus on more intuitive user
guidance.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work presents an automated system for AR
guided neurosurgical interventions on the example of the
ventricular puncture. The system considers automation of the
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complete surgical process from planning to operative surgi-
cal navigation. Individualized anatomical patient models are
generated automatically from CT data to segment the skin,
the skull, and the ventricular system. Based on the patient-
specific anatomy a surgical trajectory is planned. At any time
in the surgical workflow the surgeon can interact with the
system to make adjustments in order to obtain ideal surgical
support. A marker system meeting the procedural requirements
is developed for intraoperative patient tracking that addition-
ally supports the change from the non-sterile to the sterile
surgical phase. Expert evaluation of the system in a realistic
surgical setting results in a success rate of 81.7% with mean
accuracy of 4.8±2.5 mm.
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